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How can we find an application for a robot in a social 
setting that augments the way we perform tasks and not 
replace jobs ?
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- Restaurant catering aid
- Eldercare read aloud robot
- Laundry helper 
- Teacher assistant 
- Sibling rivalry police
- Crime scene robot
- Endangered species robot
- Grocery assistant/guide
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Design Process

Brainstormed initial features based on observations of shopping behavior 

Affinity diagram to narrow down features
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Sketched Forms
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Our robot

Aethon Tug
Features

Comprehensive motion sensors

Ability to pull/push heavy carts

Contains maps of environment
and navigates accordingly

Tracking assets - RFID tug for inventory
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Robotic Platform

Safe navigation through store      

No need to push shopping cart

Always aware of location in store
More efficient customer navigation

Faster checkout process
Safer checkout for store



Primary Focus

Movement / Motion: Navigation
Secondary Features

Gestures     Avatar (screen)

  Spotlight

Gaze         Rotating Screen

Solution Focus



Navigation

Modes
	 	 Following  or guiding user
	 	 Auto Assist - user steers, cart provides power
	

Collision detection
	 	  Turning corners - sudden stops - sudden rotation

 Proximity Sensors - Gauging appropriate distances from the user and other carts/users

	 	  Special right of way for carts with babies
	    	  When cart is unattended - find a place to park itself

Built-in map of the store

Solution Focus



Solution Overview

Aethon TUG

can be fitted
to different kinds
of shopping carts

Emergency
STOP Buttons

Rotating
Screen with Light Pointer

Handle /
Controls

Preloaded
Shopping Bags

CPU Console

Smart Front
Handle

Side Bumpers



Interaction Agent
On Screen Food Specialist

	 	

Interaction Style
Handle Controls
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Built sketch models

Design Process

Physical Model
Built sketch models: screen sizes, angle and rotations, fitting the cart to the tug,
handles and ergonomics, controls, ambient lights, etc.
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Design Process

Experience Prototyping
- cart following the person
- person following the cart
- auto-drive
- parking cart
- avoiding obstacles
- keeping pace & distance
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Personas

Josh

32-year-old graduate student at CMU

Josh splits his time between his MBA studies and his 
part time job. His girlfriend Tammy, also in the MBA 
program enjoys cooking and does most of the grocery 
shopping. Josh’s closest experience to cooking comes 
from ordering some fried chicken with a six pack of 
beer while watching college football with his friends. 
However, Tammy's graduation is coming soon and Josh 
is considering on hosting a big dinner party with their 
closest friends from school and work. How is he going 
to get the help he needs?
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Personas

Janice

40-year-old resident of Pittsburgh, mother of two kids 
and married to an engineer

Janice has to balance her life as a mom and a 
professional, so when she goes to shop for her family 
she focuses on practicality and value, keeping an eye 
for good ingredients to cook on the days her family is 
together at home. If time is an issue she prefers to get 
healthy, quick food to cook for her family.
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Conclusions & Next Steps

Conclusions & Next steps:

	 	 Some of the human-robot interaction processes still need to be worked out such as the 
	 	 checkout and bagging procedure

	 	 Talk to engineers to see how viable it is to build

	 	 User test to see if this product is desirable in the market

	 	 Further develop the form with more user testing

Further develop screen-based interactions



Lessons Learned

Lessons learned
	 	
	 	 Experimental prototyping helps tremendously when designing for movement 
	 	 and navigation 

	 	 Learn how to be stealthy when filming undercover  

Applications to other platforms

	 	 Other shopping venues: malls, hardware stores, etc.



Thank You


